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IMPORTANT NOTICE
TVI Electronics shall not be liable in any action against it in any way related to the
products or software for any loss or damages, whether non-specified direct, indirect,
special, incidental or consequential (including downtime, loss of profits or goodwill)
regardless of the legal theory asserted.
TVI Electronics reserves the right to make corrections, modifications, enhancements,
improvements, and other changes to its products and services at any time and to
discontinue any product or service without notice. Customers should obtain the latest
relevant information before placing orders and should verify that such information is
current and complete. All products sold by TVI Electronics are subject to company's
terms and conditions of sale supplied at the time of order acknowledgment.
User is responsible for determining whether the TVI Electronics products and software are
fit for User’s particular purpose and suitable for its method of production, including
intellectual property liability for User's application.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The TVI Electronics new generation of USB HID resistive touch controllers includes a new
firmware that is based on a standard HID (human interface device) for single-touch.
This reference guide provides integration, configuration and usage information for TVI
Electronics HID Resistive touch controllers.
1.1.

What You Need to Know
This document assumes that you are familiar with Windows 7
features/functions. Changing some features will alter the performance of
your touch product. You should be aware of the results of using these
features before changing them.

1.2.

If You Need an Assistance
If you have any questions about TVI Electronics HID Resistive touch
controllers, feel free to e−mail Support Team at support@tvielectronics.com.
Include the product name in the subject heading.
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2. INTEGRATION
The TVI Electronics HID Resistive touch controllers support USB HID for direct
communication.
2.1.

Connecting the HID Touch Screen Controller

Connect USB cable to a spare USB port on your PC. Windows 7 will automatically
detect the HID Touch Screen Controller (hereinafter referred to as Touch Controller),
and the message below (Figure 2-1) will appear.

Figure 2 -1. Installing Driver

Windows 7 will automatically install all necessary drivers for the Touch Controller. This
operation will take a few minutes to complete, and the message below (Figure 2-2)
will appear.

Figure 2 -2. Driver Installed Successfully

2.2.

Touch Controller Setup

To determine the type of touch available in your computer open the System dialog by
selecting the Start button, right-click Computer and then Properties. You will see an
entry such as the one below (Figure 2-3) showing that Single Touch Input device is
available on the system.
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Figure 2 -3. Touch Controller Setup

NOTE: Currently the Touch Controller supports only Single Touch Input device.
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3. CONFIGURATION
Since this is a HID compatible controller, there is no need for any kind of external drivers
for most operating systems.
3.1. Tablet PC Settings
The Tablet PC Settings are only available when your touch screen is properly
detected. If the option is not visible, ensure that the USB cable is connected to your
PC.

Figure 3 -1. Tablet PC Settings

3.1.1. Display Settings
3.1.1.1. Touch Controller Calibration
Calibration of the touch screen is necessary when your touch screen responds
inaccurate or erratic.
Use the following steps to calibrate your touch screen in Windows 7:
1. Click Start and then Control Panel, and next Hardware and Sound.
2. Under Tablet PC Settings, tap Calibrate the screen for pen or touch
input.
3. Check that the monitor shown in the Display field matches the screen
you want to calibrate.
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4. On the Display tab, under Display options, tap Calibrate and then Yes
to allow the program to make changes.
5. Follow the on-screen instructions to calibrate your touch screen. Tap the
crosshair with your finger or a stylus each time that it displays on the
screen. When done, tap Yes to save the calibration data.

NOTE: Tap the cross hairs quickly. Do not hold and press your finger or the
stylus on the screen for a long time, or the tool might not display the next
calibration point.

Figure 3 -2. Touch Screen Calibration

6. If the screen is still not calibrated correctly, try resetting the computer
back to the original calibration settings. If it is available and can be
selected, tap the Reset button on the Display tab in the Tablet PC
Settings to reset the computer to the factory calibration settings.
3.1.1.2. Multiple Monitors Setup
When you connect up to 16 monitors to a single computer, then by default,
only the first screen connected to the computer is interactive.
If you want, you can configure a different screen to be the interactive screen or
use multiple screens as interactive screens with reduced functionality. Tap
Setup button on the Display tab, under Configure and follow the on-screen
instructions.

NOTE: For multiple monitors setup please refer to Windows 7 help.
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3.1.1.3. Tablet Screen Orientation
Go to Orientation link at the bottom of the Display tab allows you to change
the order in which the screen orientation changes (primary landscape,
secondary portrait, secondary landscape, and primary portrait) when you press
the hardware-based screen orientation button that is found on many Tablet
PCs.

Figure 3 -3. Tablet Screen Orientation

3.1.2. Other Settings
In the Other tab you can configure the Tablet PC for right- or left-handed use and
configure Pen and touch and Tablet PC Input Panel (TIP) options.

Figure 3 -4. Tablet PC Other Settings
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Tap Go to Pen and Touch link to open the Pen and Touch dialog box to adjust
your pen, your flicks (navigational and editing gestures), and your handwriting,
touch, and panning (touch scrolling) options.
Tap Go to Input Panel Settings link to open the Options dialog box for the Input
Panel and adjust the way you want the Input Panel to work.
3.2. Managing Pen and Touch Settings
3.2.1. Pen Options
If you have a computer that has the capability of using pen input—a Tablet PC or a
computer with a digitizer pad, for example—you can adjust the way it responds to
the pen.
This shows the Windows 7 Pen and Touch settings dialog:

Figure 3 -5. Pen and Touch Options

Set the Pen Options:
1. Tap the Start button, type pen in the Search box of the Start menu, and
choose Pen and Touch from the menu to display the Pen and Touch dialog
box.
2. On the Pen Options tab, select a pen action.
3. Click Settings.
4. In the Settings dialog box, adjust the settings you want. Each of the pen
actions has different settings.
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5. Use the pen action on the test graphic to test your settings. Adjust the
settings if necessary.
6. Click OK.
7. Repeat steps 2 through 6 for other pen actions.
8. Select or clear the check boxes under Pen buttons for other pen options.
9. Click OK.
3.2.2. Flicks/Gestures
On a computer that has pen or touch input, you can use flicks to accomplish
specific actions. Flicks occur when you flick the pen in any of eight directions: up,
down, left, right, and the diagonal positions between each.

Figure 3 -6. Flicks/Gestures

Flicks tab allows you to configure whether flicks are available, what types of flicks
are available, and how sensitive the digitizer will be to recognizing flicks.
Control Your Flicks:
1. Tap the Start button, type flick in the Search box of the Start menu, and
choose Turn Flicks On and Off from the menu to display the Pen and
Touch dialog box.
2. On the Flicks tab, select Use flicks to perform common actions quickly
and easily check box, if it isn't already selected, to enable flicks.
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3. Specify whether you want to use flicks for navigation only or for editing and
various other actions. Navigational flicks include such things as scroll up,
scroll down, back, and forward. Editing flicks include cut, copy, paste,
delete, and undo.
4. Use the sliders to adjust exactly how precise your flicks must be in order to
be recognized.
5. Select Display flicks icon in the notification area check box if you want
to be able to tap or click the Flicks icon in the notification area of the taskbar
to see your current flicks settings.
6. Click Practice using flicks link to start the Flicks Training wizard. Step
through the wizard to fine-tune your flicking ability.

NOTE: Not all pen-computer configurations support flicks, so use the Flicks
Training wizard to see whether flicks work on your computer.

Customize the Flicks:

1. On the Flicks tab, with the Navigational Flicks and Editing Flicks option
selected, click Customize to display the Customize Flicks dialog box.

Figure 3 -7. Customizing Flicks
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2. Click the flick action that you want to change and select the new flick action
you want from the drop-down menu that appears. Repeat for other flick
actions.
3. If you don't see the action you want listed, select Add from the list. Enter a
name for the action. Click in the Keys box, and then press the key or key
combination for the action you want to assign to the flick. Click Save.
4. Customize any of the other flicks, and then click OK when you've finished.
5. Click OK again in the Pen and Touch dialog box to close it.

NOTE: To disable a single flick while still being able to use the other flicks, click
the flick action and choose None from the list.

3.2.3. Handwriting
The Handwriting tab enables automatic learning so the system will better
understand how you write over time.

Figure 3 -8. Handwriting

3.2.4. Touch
The Touch tab enables you to configure whether you can use your finger as an
input device and how to emulate click and right-click using touch.
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Figure 3 -9. Touch

You can also optionally enable the touch pointer, which complements the onscreen
keyboard in the Tablet PC Input Panel (TIP) with an onscreen mouse.

Figure 3 -10. Onscreen Mouse

The touch pointer appears when you tap anywhere on the screen. To emulate a
normal mouse click, just tap the left button of the virtual mouse. To emulate a
right-click, tap the right button.
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4. USAGE
4.1. Tablet PC Input Panel (TIP)
To launch the TIP, open the Start menu → All Programs → Accessories → Tablet PC →
Tablet PC Input Panel.
The TIP is always accessible, but mostly hidden, on the edge of the screen. As shown
in Figure 4-1, only a small portion of the TIP is visible by default.

Figure 4 -1. Tablet PC Input Panel (TIP)

To activate the TIP, simply click it with the pen or stylus. The TIP will then appear in
the center of the screen, as shown in Figure 4-2.

Figure 4 -2. Continuous Writing Pad

To close the TIP (which really just returns it to its near-hidden location on the side of
the screen) just tap the Close window button.
If you want to return the TIP to its previous behavior of docking at the top or bottom
of the screen, click the Tools button and choose the appropriate option: Docking and
then Float, Dock at top of screen, or Dock at bottom of screen. Float is the default
behavior.
The TIP can work like a continuous writing pad, a character-by-character writing pad,
or an onscreen keyboard.

Figure 4 -3. Character-By-Character Writing Pad
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Figure 4 -4. Onscreen Keyboard

The TIP supports an amazingly rich collection of configurable options, including such
things as to which side of the screen it docks, whether it's configured for left- or righthanded users, and how the Writing Pad and Character Pad recognize handwriting (as
you write, the default; or after you pause).
You can open the TIP Options dialog by going to Start menu → All Programs →
Accessories → Tablet PC → Tablet PC Input Panel → Tools → Options or click the Tools
button and choose Options from the TIP window.

Figure 4 -5. Tablet PC Input Panel (TIP) Options
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